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So when Chocola gives birth (after Vanilla's due date and two days after the start of
Nekopara Vol. 1), Maple, Cinnamon, Azuki, and Coconut show up for the birth, carrying a

catgirl in a box. Chocola immediately takes the baby away and holds it in her arms,
smearing it with her own milk. Then she frantically checks Vanilla's time lapse to see if she

is dilated enough. Nekopara Vol. 1 continues, and at the end of the story, Chocola
reconciles with Vanilla, and we learn that Chocola and Vanilla are actually a lesbian couple.

Kashou and Shigure are still both in love with Vanilla, and they're both focusing on
developing their patissier skills, which helps to fuel their coitus. The week after Nekopara
Vol. 1 is over, Chocola and Vanilla are now back to being a single parent. Cinnamon and

Azuki remain with their catpanions, as does Maple and Kashou. Chocola however has
decided that her son will be named Dontan. Right, so at the start of Nekopara Vol. 2,

Vanilla suddenly snaps with a fit and goes into labor. Chocola is there for the birth, and
Cinnamon, Azuki, and Kashou all show up too. Immediately after the birth, Chocola returns
to Vanilla and warns her that she should "be careful" while she recovers, that she's a prone

to being over-emotional. Vanilla smiles that Chocola has finally recognized her inner
goddess. It is too soon to tell how widespread the adoption of Steam's own platform would
be. It is clear that Nintendo's policies are not going to be the only way to play your Steam
games, but it is too early to know what type of impact it will have. The best thing to do is

to be prepared, and make sure your Steam library is ready to take your library of hundreds
of games wherever you go. The Steam Deck has all the potential to be a strong competitor

to Nintendos Switch, but only time will tell.
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However, this image is a fake image. Steam
Deck seems to be an actual product, but its
much closer to the Steam Machines concept

that failed miserably in 2014. The Steam
Machines were supposed to be Steam's
vision of a PC that could just run Steam

software, and that concept looks to have
been abandoned. Now its a standalone

Steam Box, but still looks to be running off
Steam. Game code is not copied to the
device, and is delivered from Steam's

servers, so its not a stand alone console, but
does include an emulator for a Switch-like
console. The actual Steam Box that this

concept is based on is the Das Keyboard, not
the Steam Controller. The Das Keyboard is
used by press and developers to prove that
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any code is running on an emulator, and not
actually on the actual hardware. We suspect
that the Steam Deck is some kind of Steam
device / game console hybrid, but we don't

know any of the specifics of that, and its
unlikely to be sold with any kind of hardware.

It's more likely we'll see Steam hosting
services on it, rather than hardware.

However, there is a chance that this could be
real and that it will be a playable Steam Box.
This weekend marks the official Steam Deck
release date in Japan. Making the handheld

an officially available source for Steam
games will allow players to try it out in-store
with high potential of finding many of their

favorite games on the system. To help
players get started, Tomodachi Life is joining

the Steam Deck family as the first launch
title in Japan. These flashcards are used to
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assess your knowledge on each Nekopara
character in Nekopara Vol. 2. The flashcards
will make you laugh with the soul-drawing
Catgirl and her antics! Enjoy the Nekopara
Vol. 2 Memorial Flashcards! 5ec8ef588b
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